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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
GHD Limited (GHD, formally Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA)) were retained by 
the Government of Newfoundland & Labrador, Department of Environment and 
Conservation (ENVC) to complete a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of 
the former former United States (US) Military Site (Site or Property) located on Cut 
Throat Island approximately 88 kilometers north of the Town of Cartwright, 
Newfoundland and Labrador (NL).  Based on the information provided to GHD as part of 
the initial call-up for services under the Impacted Sites Liability Assessment Program, 
the Site was part of the Pinetree Line. 
 
Around 1951, the US military began construction of the Pinetree Line that was a network 
of Aircraft Control and Warning (AC&W) stations that acted as a radar curtain to detect 
Soviet aircraft flying toward potential US and Canadian targets during the Cold War.  
Construction of the AC&W stations began in 1951 and by the fall of 1953, the 922nd 
Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron was established at USAF Cartwright Air Station 
N-27 (Call Signs Dividend, Ink Bag, and Suzie Q).  This squadron had three Gap Filler 
Detachments within its overall area of responsibility, one of which was Cut Throat Island 
N-27A (Call Sign Rosewater), established in 1957 as a manned radar station.  The 
Pinetree Line acted as a back-up for the DEW Line radar curtain located further north 
across the Arctic of North America. 
 
As a manned Gap Filler radar station, the squadron’s role was to provide low-altitude 
coverage where it was deemed necessary between manned long range radar stations, 
ultimately to guide interceptor aircraft towards unidentified intruders picked up by the 
unit’s radar scopes.  The facility formerly contained a two story building housing a motor 
pool, a heating and power plant, barracks, office space, and a dining hall.  The tower 
housing the radar and radio equipment was connected to the main building via a 
covered corridor.  The station was also equipped with 2 Communication Antennae, a 
water pumping station, a disaster shack, a storage shed, large aboveground storage 
tank (AST), and a helicopter pad, all of which were connected via gravel access roads.  
Personnel assigned to the Station ranged from approximately 25 during regular 
operations in the winter to approximately 50 during the summer due to contractors 
coming to do additional work on the Site.  
 
In addition to the Cut Throat station facilities on top of the hill, a 1.5 kilometer gravel 
roadway was constructed to connect the upper portion of the Site to the lower.  The 
roadway was used to transport supplies from the dock area to the station.  In addition, a 
second large AST was located near the dock (known as the lower tank farm) and 
pipeline was constructed which pumped diesel fuel from the dock to lower tank farm, 
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which in turn supplied fuel to the AST located at the station (known as the upper tank 
farm).  The pipeline from the lower to the upper tank farm followed the gravel access 
road.  The fuel was then pumped via a network of aboveground pipelines at the station 
to supply diesel generators used to power the Station. 
 
USAF Cut Throat Island Station closed on June 28, 1961 along with the other Gap Filler 
Stations after the installation of new radar equipment at the Cartwright Air Station.  The 
facility was transferred to the Canadian Armed Forces; it was deactivated and closed 
shortly after.  The former buildings and equipment remained abandoned until the 
Provincial government tendered a contract to dismantle and decommission the 
remaining structures at the Site in 1987.  The concrete foundations of the former 
buildings and radar towers, along with the gravel roadways, still remain at the Site. 
 
The purpose of the Phase I ESA was to identify, through a non-intrusive investigation, 
the existence of any significant actual or potential areas of environmental impairment 
associated with the Property.  The Phase I ESA was conducted in general accordance 
with the CSA Standard Z768-01 for conducting ESAs that included a review of Site 
history, document review, interviews with individuals knowledgeable of the Site 
operations, and correspondence with regulatory agencies.  As indicated in the request 
for proposal, and given the location and time of year, a Site visit was not completed as 
part of the Phase I ESA.  Based on the Phase I ESA findings, the following potential 
environmental impairment issues were identified with respect to the Site: 
 
• Historic Handlings, Use, and Storage of Petroleum Hydrocarbons: As a 

self-sufficient air station in a remote location, significant quantities of fuel was 
formerly stored at the Site in ASTs, as well as in thousands of Petroleum, Oils and 
Lubricants (POL) drums.  The Site also formerly contained a motor pool that was 
used to service on-Site vehicles and heavy equipment, and a helicopter landing pad 
that contained drum storage and a portable fuel tank used for refueling helicopters.  
The potential for petroleum hydrocarbon impacts exist as a result of the historical 
petroleum storage and distribution activities conducted at the Site.  The main areas 
of concern would include the former main Site area, former AST areas, along the 
former product pipelines, and the former helicopter landing area, as well as in the 
former landfill area. 

• Solid Waste/Recyclables: During the operation of the facility from 1957 to 1961, 
solid waste was historically disposed of in an unlined landfill located southeast and 
downgradient of the upper portion of the Site.  Based on historical activities at the 
Site, the landfill may contain former ACM building materials; material with painted 
surfaces containing lead and/or mercury based paint, former electrical equipment 
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containing PCBs, mechanical equipment debris, motor repair wastes and/or drums 
formerly containing POLs as well as other solvents.  The Site decommissioning 
program in 1987 included the razing of all remaining structures and the burning of all 
materials on Site, followed by the burying and covering of the debris and remaining 
materials.  However, as outlined in a letter report from The BAE Group (consultant) 
on September 22, 1987 to the Government of Newfoundland & 
Labrador - Department of Environment, the contractor was in non conformance 
regarding the tender package for the demolition and restoration of the Site.  It was 
noted the demolition and burial was apparently complete; however, the general 
contractor did not know where the burial sites were located, nor was any approval 
requested for burial sites selected by the contractor.  Therefore, there may be 
several burial sites on the Island.  As a Site visit was not part of the scope, it is 
unknown if these areas remain covered as reported in the 1987 field program.  

• Heavy Metals:  Possible sources of heavy metals may be associated with vehicle 
repairs at the former motor pool building and helicopter repairs at the former 
helicopter pad area. In addition, the former on-Site buildings were constructed in the 
early 1950s; therefore, the potential exists that lead/mercury based paint was used 
on the interior and exterior surfaces which may have potentially impacted the surface 
soils. 

• Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs): Past use/disposal of PCBs may have existed 
with past operations.  PCBs were used as an insulator and coolant in electrical 
transformers and capacitors.  PCBs were commonly used because they are 
chemically inert, not affected by acids and corrosive chemicals, do not conduct 
electricity and will not burn (only at extremely high temperatures).  Although the US 
banned the use of PCBs in 1972, the Cut Throat Island Site was operated from 1957 
to 1961; therefore, they may have been used at the Site.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

GHD Limited (GHD, formally Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA)) were retained by 
the Government of Newfoundland & Labrador, Department of Environment and 
Conservation (ENVC) to complete a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of 
the former United States (US) Military Site (Site or Property) located on Cut Throat 
Island approximately 88 kilometers north of the Town of Cartwright, Newfoundland and 
Labrador (NL).  Based on the information provided to GHD as part of the initial call-up for 
services under the Impacted Sites Liability Assessment Program, the Site was part of 
the Pinetree Line. 
 
The purpose of the Phase I ESA was to identify, through non-intrusive investigation, the 
existence of any significant actual or potential areas of environmental impairment 
associated with the Property.  A Site Location Map is included as Figure 1, a Site 
Overview is shown as Figure 2, and Site Plans detailing the three separate areas are 
included as Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 
The Phase I ESA was conducted in general accordance with the Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA) Standard Z768-01 for conducting ESAs.  The qualifications of the 
GHD personnel who completed the Phase I ESA are provided in Appendix A.  The 
Phase I ESA included a review of Site history, document review, interviews with 
individuals knowledgeable of the Site operations, and correspondence with regulatory 
agencies.  As indicated in the request for proposal, and given the location and time of 
year, a Site visit was not completed as part of the Phase I ESA.  The following tasks 
were conducted during this assessment: 
 
• Review of an electronic environmental database search 

• Review of available fire insurance plans and aerial photographs 

• Review of any available previous environmental reports and company files 

• Review of past and current Property usage and adjacent property occupancy 

• Observations of any conditions that represented potential environmental concerns 

• Review of chemical usage and storage and spill/release incidents 

• Review of underground and aboveground storage tank records 

• Review of air emissions and wastewater discharges 

• Review of waste handling, storage, and disposal practices 

• Review of equipment that potentially contains polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 

• Observations of potential asbestos-containing materials (ACM) 
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• Inquiries with regulatory agencies and discussions with persons knowledgeable of 
the Site and Site operations 

GHD relied on information received from all parties as accurate, unless contradicted by 
field observations or written documentation. 
 
The following report summarizes the information gathered by GHD during the Phase I 
ESA and identifies any significant actual or potential environmental impairment issues 
associated with the related Property. 
 
This Phase I ESA has been prepared for the use of ENVC and may not be relied upon 
by others without the written concurrence of GHD and ENVC. 

 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

Around 1951, the US military began construction of the Pinetree Line that was a network 
of Aircraft Control and Warning (AC&W) stations that acted as a radar curtain to detect 
Soviet aircraft flying toward potential US and Canadian targets during the Cold War.  
Construction of the AC&W stations began in 1951 and by the fall of 1953, the 922nd 
Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron was established at USAF Cartwright Air Station 
N-27 (Call Signs Dividend, Ink Bag, and Suzie Q).  This squadron had three Gap Filler 
Detachments within its overall area of responsibility, one of which was Cut Throat Island 
N-27A (Call Sign Rosewater), established in 1957 as a manned radar station.  The 
Pinetree Line acted as a back-up for the Dew Line radar curtain located further north 
across the Arctic of North America. 
 
As a manned Gap Filler radar station, the squadron’s role was to provide low-altitude 
coverage where it was deemed necessary between manned long range radar stations, 
ultimately to guide interceptor aircraft towards unidentified intruders picked up by the 
unit’s radar scopes.  The facility formerly contained a two story building housing a motor 
pool, a heating and power plant, barracks, office space, and a dining hall.  The tower 
housing the radar and radio equipment was connected to the main building via a 
covered corridor.  The station was also equipped with 2 Communication Antennae, a 
water pumping station, a disaster shack, a storage shed, large aboveground storage 
tank (AST), and a helicopter pad, all of which were connected via gravel access roads.  
Personnel assigned to the Station ranged from approximately 25 during regular 
operations in the winter to approximately 50 during the summer due to contractors 
coming to do additional work on the Site.  
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In addition to the Cut Throat station facilities on top of the hill, a 1.5 kilometer gravel 
roadway was constructed to connect the upper portion of the Site to the lower.  The 
roadway was used to transport supplies from the dock area to the station.  In addition, a 
second large AST was located near the dock (known as the lower tank farm) and 
pipeline was constructed which pumped diesel fuel from the dock to lower tank farm, 
which in turn supplied fuel to the AST located at the station (known as the upper tank 
farm).  The pipeline from the lower to the upper tank farm followed the gravel access 
road.  The fuel was then pumped via a network of aboveground pipelines at the station 
to supply diesel generators used to power the Station.  See Figure 3. 
 
USAF Cut Throat Island Station closed on June 28, 1961 along with the other Gap Filler 
Stations after the installation of new radar equipment at the Cartwright Air Station.  The 
facility was transferred to the Canadian Armed Forces; it was deactivated and closed 
shortly after.  The former buildings and equipment remained abandoned until the 
Provincial government tendered a contract to dismantle and decommission the 
remaining structures at the Site in 1987.  The concrete foundations of the former 
buildings and radar towers, along with the gravel roadways, still remain at the Site. 

 

3.0 HISTORICAL RECORDS 

Historical land use of the Property was investigated by GHD through a review of 
regulatory correspondence, Property title documents, aerial photographs, and available 
documents or reports pertaining to the Site. 
 

3.1 REGULATORY CORRESPONDENCE 

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador – Service NL (Service NL) were 
requested to undertake a search of their records for documentation pertaining to 
environmental issues at the Site.  In their letter response dated March 4, 2015, Service 
NL indicated to the best of their knowledge and on a search of the files they have 
reviewed, they are not aware of any outstanding environmental concerns with regards 
the property. 
 
The Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Environment and Conservation (ENVC) 
completed a file review and provided the following relevant information: 
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• Correspondence between the Government of Newfoundland & Labrador and the 
Government of Canada regarding the clean up and funding of the abandon radar 
sites. 

• Demolition and Site Restoration, Former Radar Sites Contract Package, 
February 2, 1987.  

• Correspondence between the Government of Newfoundland & Labrador and the 
sub-contractor (Labrador Construction Limited) awarded the contract to 
decommission the Site.  

• Site restoration status report, July 31, 1987. 
• Correspondence between the BAE Group and the Government of Newfoundland 

& Labrador, Department of Environment outlining the contractors (Labrador 
Construction Limited) non conformances regarding the tender package for the 
demolition and restoration of the Site.   

• Report on “PCB Spills and General environmental mismanagement at EX-USAF 
Bases in Labrador”, Resource Program Division, Intergovernmental Affairs 
Secretariat, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, dated April 15, 1981. 

• Report on “Environmental Inspection Abandoned Military Sites in Labrador”, 
Environmental Management Division, Department of Environment and Labour, 
NL, dated October 1996. 

• Historical photographs. 
 
Environment Canada (EC) was requested to undertake a search of their records with 
respect to documentation of environmental issues regarding the subject Property. 
Receipt acknowledgement letters were issued by EC (received by GHD on March 9 and 
April 8, 2015), indicating the request was being processed and a response will be 
provided as soon as possible. 
 
Copies of the requests by GHD along with relevant correspondence from Service NL, 
ENVC, and EC are provided in Appendix B. 
 

3.2 PROPERTY TITLE SEARCH 

Property title information was obtained from the Government of Newfoundland and 
Labrador Crown Land Division.  In addition, a review of ENVC archived files (most 
notably the 1981 report on PCB Spills and General Management at Ex-USAF Bases in 
Labrador) provided some supplemental information regarding title of the Property, which 
is included below.   
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To Canada: (1) M.C. 696 - ’57   1957 
       (M. & R. 39 (b) –’57)  (1957) 
 
  (2) M.C. 1081 - ’58   1958 
       (M. & R. 159 –’58)  (1958) 
 
To NL:  (1) M.C.  -’61  1961 
       (M. & R.        25A-’61) (1961) 
  (2)  P.C.  1963-693  1963 
 

(1) Three pieces of land for use by DND in connection with Mid Canada Line.  
Conditions included mineral and gas rights for the Province and a return clause 
stating that when lands are no longer used by DND, they will be assumed by 
Newfoundland & Labrador. 

(2) 15.18 acres to be used in connection with USAF Gap Filler Unit by Canada. 
  

For (1) M. & R. 25A-’61 verified that the Property reverted to the Crown but M.C. status 
not clear.  For (2) the land was returned to the Province by Federal P.C. according to 
Crown Land’s file 395/28-55, but no Provincial M.C. available on record.  Reference is in 
Federal Reservation Book (FRB) Vol  1, Folio 61 and 77. 
 
The results of the Property title search are included in Appendix C. 
 

3.3 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Aerial photographs from 1953, 1968, and 2010 were reviewed during the Phase I ESA.  
The observations of the aerial photograph review are presented below.  Copies of the 
aerial photographs are included as Appendix D. 
 
The 1953 aerial photograph shows the Site and surrounding properties as undeveloped. 
 
The 1968 aerial photograph now shows the Site is fully cleared and developed with 
structures (buildings, radar, and communication towers, etc.) comprising the main part of 
the station (ie. upper Site).  Gravel roadways are constructed to the southeast toward 
the lower portion of the Site.  Side roads to the north and south off the main gravel 
access road are also visible. These side roads include access to the adjacent freshwater 
pond (dam and spillway), a small building/antenna site, the helicopter pad, and what 
appears to be the domestic landfill.  In addition, two large ASTs are also visible, one to 
the east of the main building and a second near the dock.   
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The 2010 aerial photograph shows the former Site as decommissioned with only the 
concrete foundations from the former structures and the gravel roadway and helicopter 
pad remaining.  
 

3.4 PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS 

The following historical reports were provided regarding the general issues associated 
with the former military sites in Labrador.  The following details the reports reviewed 
pertaining to the Site. 
 
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (Resource Program Division, 
Intergovernmental Affairs Secretariat) completed a report entitled: “PCB Spills and 
General environmental mismanagement at EX-USAF Bases in Labrador”, dated April 15, 
1981.  The report discusses the history of the former US military installations (including 
Cut Throat), details of land transfers for the various sites, the potential for PCB impacts 
at these former radar locations, as well as provides a discussion on responsible parties 
for the impacts at the sites.   
 
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (Environmental Management Division, 
Department of Environment and Labour) also completed a report in 1996 entitled: 
“Environmental Inspection Abandoned Military Sites in Labrador”.  The purpose of this 
report was to conduct a file review and preliminary site assessment at selected former 
US military sites.  The inspection of these sites provided an update to the 1986 cleanup 
contracts and to respond to media and public concerns.  The report provides details of 
locations, structures remaining and overall conditions/issues with Cut Throat Island 
Station.  With the exception of some isolated empty steel drums and fishing 
shacks/drums and an abandoned vehicle in the adjacent seasonal fishing village, no 
issues were outlined in the report.   
 

3.5 INTERVIEWS 

GHD were unable to contact persons with past knowledge of the Site, therefore, GHD 
reviewed personal accounts posted by former USAF personnel stationed at the Cut 
Throat Island site during operation of the facility between 1957 and 1961.  The personal 
accounts were taken from a website outlining the history of the 44 former Pinetree Line 
sites (http://web.archive.org/web/20090221163100/ http://www.pinetreeline.org/).  Below 
is a summary of the relevant issues noted in each former employees personal account: 
 

http://web.archive.org/web/20090221163100/%20http:/www.pinetreeline.org/
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• Joseph Gagliardi (1958-1959 – USAF) – Mr. Gagliardi’s trip started on March 26, 
1958 when he and four more from his Tech school were assigned to Labrador.  
He recalls upon arrival there was very little on the Island only the radar/tower 
building and a radio-disaster shack down the hill near the helicopter pad.  He 
noted they hauled gasoline from the storage area to the helicopter pad using the 
weapons carrier or the tracked amphibious personnel carrier.  Gasoline from the 
55 gallon drums was pumped into the choppers using a hand operated pump.  
The only road, led from the Site building past the helicopter pad and down to the 
water.  The Operations center also had a Plotting board and a console for the 
radio.  The dehumidifiers were used to keep the moisture out of the radome.  
Mr. Gagliardi left the Site in April 1959. 

 
• Charles Mashburn (1958 - USAF) –Mr. Mashburn arrived at Cut Throat Island in 

February 1958 after a short stay at Cartwright.  He recalls at that time Captain 
Ken Jones was the Site commander.  They had a UPA-35 scope until April when 
an OA-99 was brought in to replace the UPA-35.  Transportation to the villages 
on surrounding islands was by a boat.   The harbor had been enlarged and made 
deeper at the entrance by an underwater demolition unit. He does not recall if the 
workers were military or civilian, American, or Canadian.  He left the Site on 
December 12, 1958. 
 

• Don Stensrud (1961 – USAF) – Mr. Stensrud’s profession in the USAF was that 
of a Ground Electronics Officer.  He was assigned as Commander of the Cut 
Throat Island Detachment in September 1960.  Cut Throat Island was a 
Detachment of the 922nd AC&W Squadron which was located at Cartwright, 
Labrador. With the exception of one family, including a man, woman, and two 
children, the Cut Throat Detachment was the only group on the island. There 
were approximately 36 USAF personnel, one officer and the rest enlisted men, 
8-10 civilians, mostly Canadians, and one from Scotland.  During the summer 
months, they normally had 5-7 additional civilians doing contract work.  The 
island was quite small (about 2 miles by 4 miles), quite rocky and dangerous 
along the three higher sides. Mr. Stensrud departed Cut Throat Island for the US 
in September 1961.   
 

• Jim Heimburger (1961 – USAF) – Mr. Heimburger arrived on Cut Throat Island in 
May 1961.  He recalls on the very top of the island sat the two storied building, a 
helicopter pad, and a road that went down to the ocean.  At the bottom of the hill 
the road curved to the right and this was the location of the dump.  Beyond that 
was a shack with a lean-to structure that was used by fishermen from 
Newfoundland who fished from Cut Throat Island during the summer months.  
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The road then curved around to the landing area where ships were unloaded, 
and past that to the house where the civilian KP lived with his family. . Other 
inhabitants of the island (aside from USAF and civilian personnel employed at 
the Gap Filler site) included hares, hawks, seagulls and other waterfowl.  There 
were, at most, somewhere between 25 and 50 people at a Gap Filler station and 
the entire domestic Site was usually housed in one building.  This building 
housed everything that was required at the Site.    Mr. Heimburger departed Cut 
Throat Island in September 1961.   

 
The complete personal accounts are located in Appendix E. 

 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT 

At the request of ENVC, a Site visit was not completed as part of the Phase I ESA; the 
efforts of the environmental assessment was to complete a desk-top review of available 
documents and summarize the findings in a stand-alone report.  A summary of all 
information taken from an internet search of the Site is included in Appendix F. 
 

4.1 PROPERTY OVERVIEW 

The Site is located approximately 88 kilometers north of the Town of Cartwright, NL.  
The Site formally contained a two story building housing a motor pool, a heating and 
power plant, barracks, office space, and a dining hall.  The tower housing the radar and 
radio equipment was connected to the main building via a covered corridor.  The station 
was also equipped with 2 Communication Antennae, a water pumping station, a disaster 
shack, a storage shed, large aboveground storage tank (AST), and a helicopter pad, all 
of which were connected via gravel access roads.  Personnel assigned to the station 
ranged from approximately 25 during regular operations in the winter to approximately 
50 during the summer due to contractors coming to do additional work on the Site.  
 
In addition to the Cut Throat station facilities on top of the hill, a 1.5 kilometer gravel 
roadway was constructed to connect the upper portion of the Site to the lower.  The 
roadway was used to transport supplies from the dock area to the station.  In addition, a 
second large AST was located near the dock (known as the lower tank farm) and 
pipeline was constructed which pumped diesel fuel from the dock to lower tank farm, 
which in turn supplied fuel to the AST located at the station (known as the upper tank 
farm).  The pipeline from the lower to the upper tank farm followed the gravel access 
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road.  The fuel was then pumped via a network of aboveground pipelines at the station 
to supply diesel generators used to power the Station. 
 
USAF Cut Throat Island Station closed on June 28, 1961 along with the other Stations 
on the Pinetree Line after which the facility was transferred to the Canadian Armed 
Forces; it was deactivated and closed shortly after.  The former buildings and equipment 
remained abandoned until the Provincial government tendered a contract to dismantle 
and decommission the remaining structures at the site in 1987.  The concrete 
foundations of the former buildings and radar towers still remain at the Site.  The Site 
Plan of the upper site, helicopter pad, and lower site are presented as Figure 3, Figure 4, 
and Figure 5; respectively. 
 
The Property is comprised of four separate parcels of land covering a total area of 
approximately 478, 015 m2 (listed as 118.12 acres).  The Site is predominantly covered 
in vegetation/gravel/exposed bedrock (approximately 99 percent), and concrete from the 
former building structures (approximately 1 percent).  Both surface and groundwater are 
anticipated to follow the surface contours in the area and flow southeast toward the 
Atlantic Ocean, which is located approximately 100 metres southeast of the lower 
portion of the Site.  The elevation at the upper portion of the Site is approximately 
135 metres above sea level (masl), while the elevation at the lower is approximately 
8 masl.  Historical photographs taken of the former Site are included in Appendix G. 
 
Although the Site is not currently serviced with water or sewer, historically water was 
pumped to the Site from a nearby water supply and septic was discharged via an above 
ground pipeline to a septic tank.  Surrounding properties are not serviced by municipal 
water or sewer systems. 
 
Based on existing land use, the Site is classified under the Atlantic RBCA as a 
commercial property with non-potable groundwater and coarse-grained soil. 
 

4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING/ADJACENT LAND USE 

The Site is not zoned as such as it is not located within municipal boundaries, however 
would be considered commercial in nature.  The Property is bordered to the north, east, 
south, and west by undeveloped land followed by the Atlantic Ocean (see Figure 2). 
 
A review of the “Glacial Landforms and Deposits of Labrador, Newfoundland, and 
Eastern Quebec”, issued by Geological Survey of Canada, (Map 1814A) indicates that 
the Site surficial geology consists of drift poor areas with greater than 80% bedrock and 
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includes area of till and other surficial materials generally less than 1 metre thick and 
discontinuous on the northern Labrador Peninsula, characterized by extensive boulder 
fields, dominantly felsenmeer. 
 
A review of the “Geological Map of Labrador”, Geology Survey Branch, Department of 
Mines and Energy, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (Map 97-07) and the 
“Map of Geology on the North Side of Grosswater Bay”, issued by the Mineral 
Development Division, Department of Mines and Energy, Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador (Map 83-43) indicates that the bedrock in the vicinity of the Site consists of 
Proterozoic and late Paleoproterozoic granodioritic orthogneiss (lesser quartz and 
granitic orthogneisiss) commonly migmatic inferred granodioritic orthogneiss and may 
include Mesoproterozoic rocks.  Also consisting of biotrite granodiorite with K-feldspar 
and minor hornblende, phenocrysts, porphyroblasts or augen, seriate texture in part, 
foliated to gneissis and monzanite, quartz monzonite grading into diorotic, granitic or 
syenitic varities, clinopyroxene bearing fine to coarse grained found in the Aphebian and 
Helikian Units. 
 

4.3 UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS (USTs) 

Past use of USTs was not revealed from the records review, historical searches, or 
regulatory responses. 
 

4.4 ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS (ASTs) 

Evidence of ASTs was revealed from the records review, historical searches, photo 
searches, interviews, or regulatory responses. 
 
The following ASTs were previously located on-Site: 
 
• One large steel AST (1,578,000 L), located to the east of the former main station, 

which contained diesel fuel. 

• One large steel AST (1,625,000 L), located at the lower portion of the Site near the 
former dock that contained diesel fuel. 

 
In addition to the ASTs noted above, Site records also indicate the supply and use of 
portable ASTs as well as drums for the storage of fuel.  Below are known locations in 
which drums were used/stored to supply fuel: 
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• Heating of stand-alone water pump house  
• Portable AST and drums for refueling of helicopters at the helicopter pad  
• Refueling of equipment near the motor pool building 

 
Past use of other ASTs was not revealed from the records review, historical searches, or 
regulatory responses. 
 

4.5 UTILITY SERVICES 

The Site is no longer serviced with water or sewer; nor is any of the surrounding 
properties.  The Site was originally serviced by a pump house with a water filtration and 
purification plant.  Water was pumped from a freshwater pond located to the southeast 
of the main building.  The on-Site latrines were equipped with septic tanks.  Location of 
the former septic tanks, and or septic field was not known.  All facilities were removed as 
part of the Site decommissioning activities in 1987.  Historically electricity was supplied 
by on-Site diesel generators.  
 

4.6 CHEMICAL USE AND STORAGE 

Past use of chemicals and storage may have existed with past operations; however, 
were not revealed from the records review, historical searches, or regulatory responses.  
Based on the historical activities at the Site (i.e. motor pool), it is assumed that various 
petroleum lubricants, cleaners, degreasers, solvents, etc. were used and stored at the 
facility.  
 

4.7 SOLID WASTE/RECYCLABLES 

During the operation of the facility from 1957 to 1961, the Site utilized a landfill located to 
the southeast and downgradient of the upper Site (see Figure 2).  The use of this landfill 
was noted in the Historical Memories of Cut Throat Island by Jim Heimburger who 
described the Site dump to be located “near the bottom of the hill as the road curved to 
the right”.  It is noted the exact location of the former landfill was not confirmed with Site 
photographs, aerial photographs, or historical records.  The Site decommissioning 
program was completed in 1987 and included the razing of all remaining structures and 
burning and/or burying of all debris.  However, as outlined in a letter report from The 
BAE Group (consultant) on September 22, 1987 to the Government of Newfoundland & 
Labrador - Department of Environment, the Site decommissioning contractor (Labrador 
Construction Limited) was in non conformance regarding the tender package for the 
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demolition and restoration of the Site.  It was noted in the non conformance that the 
demolition and burial was apparently complete; however, the general contractor did not 
know where the burial sites were located, nor was any approval requested for burial 
sites selected by the contractor.  An Environmental inspection conducted by the 
Province in 1996 did not reveal any obvious locations of former landfills or contractor 
burial sites. 
 

4.8 HAZARDOUS WASTE 

Past use/disposal of hazardous wastes may have existed with past operations; however, 
use/disposal of these substances were not revealed from the records review, historical 
searches, or regulatory responses.   
 

4.9 WASTEWATER 

Past disposal of wastewater existed during the operation of the Site from 1957 to 1961.  
Washrooms with toilets, sinks, and showers were present in the former building that 
produced wastewater, which were discharged into the on-Site septic tanks.  Other 
wastewater disposal activities were not revealed from the records review, historical 
searches, or regulatory responses. 
 
4.10 STORMWATER 

Stormwater run-off from the upper Site is mainly directed northwest by overland flow 
toward the Atlantic Ocean, which is located approximately 100 metres southeast of the 
lower portion of the Site.  Sources of adverse impacts from stormwater run-off were not 
revealed from the records review, historical searches, or regulatory responses. 
 

4.11 ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) 

Past use/disposal of ACM may have existed with historic operations at the Site; 
however, with the exception of the concrete foundations, no visible building materials 
remain on-Site.  Possible ACM containing building materials noted in the historical Site 
photographs included floor tiles, roofing materials, piping insulation, and ceiling tiles.  
ACMs would also be expected to be in the boilers and piping associated with the former 
heating plant.  As a result, potential ACM in the form of discarded building materials may 
be present in the former landfill.  
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No other sources of ACM were revealed from the records review, historical searches, or 
regulatory responses. 
 

4.12 POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCBs) 

Past use/disposal of PCBs may have existed with past operations.  PCBs were used as 
an insulator and coolant in electrical transformers and capacitors.  PCBs were commonly 
used because they are chemically inert, not affected by acids and corrosive chemicals, 
do not conduct electricity and will not burn (only at extremely high temperatures).  
Although the US banned the use of PCBs in 1972, the Cut Throat Island Site was 
operated from 1957 to 1961; therefore, they may have been used at the Site.  
 
Other sources of adverse impacts from PCBs were not revealed from the records 
review, historical searches, or regulatory responses. 
 

4.13 HEAVY METALS 

Past use/disposal of heavy metals wastes may have existed with past operations.  
Possible sources of heavy metals (lead) may be associated with vehicle repairs at the 
former motor pool.  In addition, the former on-Site buildings were constructed in the 
1950s; therefore, the potential exists that lead/mercury based paint on the interior and 
exterior surfaces may have potentially impacted the surface soils.  
 

4.14 OZONE-DEPLETING SUBSTANCES (ODS) 

Past use/disposal of ODS may have existed with past operations; however, were not 
revealed from the records review, historical searches, or regulatory responses. 
 

4.15 AIR EMISSIONS 

Air emissions may have existed with past operations; however, were not revealed from 
the records review, historical searches, or regulatory responses. 
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4.16 IONIZING RADIATION 

Based on the geology of the area, sources of ionizing radiation are not suspect at the 
Site and were not revealed from the records review, historical searches, or regulatory 
responses. 
 

4.17 CHEMICAL SPILLS/RELEASES 

Past chemical spills/releases may have occurred with past operations; however, no past 
spills/releases were revealed from the records review, historical searches, or regulatory 
responses. 
 

4.18 OTHER ISSUES OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN 

Other issues of potential environmental concern were not identified through the record 
reviews, historical searches, or regulatory responses. 

 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the Phase I ESA, including the historical records review, and interviews, the 
following potential environmental impairment issues were identified with respect to the 
Site: 
 
• Historic Handlings, Use, and Storage of Petroleum Hydrocarbons: As a 

self-sufficient air station in a remote location, significant quantities of fuel was 
formerly stored at the Site in ASTs, as well as in thousands of Petroleum, Oils, and 
Lubricants (POL) drums.  The Site also formerly contained a motor pool that was 
used to service on-Site vehicles and heavy equipment, and a helicopter landing pad 
that contained drum storage and a portable fuel tank used for refueling helicopters.  
The potential for petroleum hydrocarbon impacts exist as a result of the historical 
petroleum storage and distribution activities conducted at the Site.  The main areas 
of concern would include the former main Site area, former AST areas, along the 
former product pipelines, and the former helicopter landing area, as well as in the 
former landfill area. 

• Solid Waste/Recyclables: During the operation of the facility from 1957 to 1961, 
solid waste was historically disposed in an unlined landfill located southeast and 
downgradient of the upper portion of the Site.  Based on historical activities at the 
Site, the landfill may contain former ACM building materials; material with painted 
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surfaces containing lead and/or mercury based paint, former electrical equipment 
containing PCBs, mechanical equipment debris, motor repair wastes and/or drums 
formerly containing POLs as well as other solvents.  The Site decommissioning 
program in 1987 included the razing of all remaining structures and the burning of all 
materials on Site, followed by the burying and covering of the debris and remaining 
materials.  However, as outlined in a letter report from The BAE Group (consultant) 
on September 22, 1987 to the Government of Newfoundland & 
Labrador - Department of Environment, the contractor was in non conformance 
regarding the tender package for the demolition and restoration of the Site.  It was 
noted the demolition and burial was apparently complete; however, the general 
contractor did not know where the burial sites were located, nor was any approval 
requested for burial sites selected by the contractor.  Therefore, there may be 
several burial sites on the Island.  As a Site visit was not part of the scope, it is 
unknown if these areas remain covered as reported in the 1987 field program.  

• Heavy Metals:  Possible sources of heavy metals may be associated with vehicle 
repairs at the former motor pool building and helicopter repairs at the former 
helicopter pad area.  In addition, the former on-Site buildings were constructed in the 
early 1950s; therefore, the potential exists that lead/mercury based paint was used 
on the interior and exterior surfaces which may have potentially impacted the surface 
soils. 

• Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs): Past use/disposal of PCBs may have existed 
with past operations.  PCBs were used as an insulator and coolant in electrical 
transformers and capacitors.  PCBs were commonly used because they are 
chemically inert, not affected by acids and corrosive chemicals, do not conduct 
electricity and will not burn (only at extremely high temperatures).  Although the US 
banned the use of PCBs in 1972, the Cut Throat Island Site was operated from 1957 
to 1961; therefore, they may have been used at the Site.  

 
All of Which is Respectfully Submitted, 
 
GHD Limited 
  
        
       
James O’Neill, P. Eng.    Peter Gillingham, P. Tech. 
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QUALIFICATIONS OF SITE ASSESSOR 
 
 
Name:  James O’Neill, P. Eng. 
 
Position: Engineer 
 
Education: B.Eng. (Civil Engineering), Memorial University (1997) 
 
Experience: 
 
James P. O’Neill, P.Eng. is a Senior Project Manager/Engineer with GHD Limited (GHD, 
formally Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA)).  He has performed or overseen environmental 
site assessments at residential, commercial, industrial and public facilities.  Mr. O’Neill has 
completed courses in environmental engineering, hydrology, geology, project management, 
asbestos awareness, indoor air quality, Standard First Aid/CPR Level C, Automated External 
Defibrillator, WHMIS, 40-hour HAZWOPER, Powerline Hazards, Leadership in Safety 
Excellence, and other miscellaneous training.  Mr. O’Neill is also a member of the Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of Newfoundland and Labrador (PEGNL) as a Professional 
Engineer and is registered with the NL Department of Environment and Conservation as a Site 
Professional.  Mr. O’Neill has been directly involved in numerous environmental site 
assessment and remediation projects concerning hydrocarbon and PCB impacts on residential 
and/or commercial sites, and is knowledgeable of the current environmental legislation 
regarding contaminants and hazardous materials. 
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QUALIFICATIONS OF SITE ASSESSOR 
 
 
Name:  Peter Gillingham, P. Tech. 
 
Position: Environmental Technologist 
 
Education: Environmental Technology (Co-op) Diploma; College of the North Atlantic, 

Corner Brook, NL, 2007 
Fish & Wildlife Technician Diploma; College of the North Atlantic, Bonavista, NL, 
2003 

 
Experience: 
Peter Gillingham, P. Tech., is an Environmental Technologist with GHD Limited (GHD, formally 
Conestoga-Rovers & Associates (CRA)).  Mr. Gillingham has over eight years of experience in 
various aspects of the environmental sector that included review of environmental site 
assessments, investigations and remediation of hydrocarbon impacts, hazardous building 
materials surveys, asbestos management and abatement, drinking water quality, oil storage 
tank management, and indoor air quality investigations.  Mr. Gillingham has also conducted 
numerous field investigations and projects involving contractor oversight and coordination.  He 
has completed courses in Environmental Site Assessment, Water Quality Analysis, Solid Waste 
Management, and Air Pollution.  Mr. Gillingham is certified in WHMIS, Standard First Aid, 
Leadership in Safety Excellence, and has completed the 40-hour HAZWOPER course.  
Mr. Gillingham is also a member of the Association of Engineering Technicians and 
Technologist of Newfoundland and Labrador (AETTNL).  He has completed various 
environmental site assessments, monitoring programs and site remediation projects where his 
duties included site supervision, health and safety, soil sampling of excavation boundaries, and 
groundwater sampling and monitoring.  Mr. Gillingham has been a supervisor on numerous 
petroleum hydrocarbon sites (retail and bulk storage facilities) and supervised drilling, test 
pitting and soil excavation for various clients in the Province.  This Phase I was conducted 
under the direct supervision of senior staff at CRA.  
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Appendix C 
Property Title Search Information 
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Appendix D 
Aerial Photographs 
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Appendix E 
Personal Accounts 
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Appendix F 
Internet Search Information 
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Appendix G 
Historical Photographic Log 
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Photo 1: View, looking north, towards the radar site on April 6, 1958. 
 
 

 
Photo 2: View, looking northwest, towards the radar Site on April 6, 1958.  Note the disaster 

shack is visible in the foreground while the main building with radome and 
communication towers are visible in background. 
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Photo 3:  View, looking towards four of the five diesels in the power plant - November 1958. 
 
 

 
Photo 4: View, looking towards the dehumidifier units used to keep moisture out of the 

radome - May 1958. 
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Photo 5: View, looking northwest, towards the Site – August 1960.  Note the radome has been 

removed from the tower. 
 

 
Photo 6: View, looking northeast, following decommissioning activities in area of the former 

diesel generators - August 2000. 
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Photo 7: View, looking east, following decommissioning activities in the area of the former 

above ground storage tank at the lower portion of the Site near East Harbour – 
August 2000. 

 

 
Photo 8:  View, looking east, toward East Harbour. Note the large bollard for tying up supply 

ships and the foundations for the former oil pipeline - August 2000 
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Photo 9: View, looking north, toward the dam/spillway – August 2000.   
 
 

 
Photo 10: View looking east towards former helicopter pad - July 2002. 
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Photo 11: View, looking north towards the Site following the decommissioning activities – 

July 2002 
 

 
Photo 12:  View, looking east, toward the remains of the radar tower, the main building and the 

POL fuel tank area – July 2002 
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Photo 13: View, looking north, towards both the upper and lower Sites – July 2002. 
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